COMMENCEMENT

SATURDAY, MAY SIXTH | ERIE INSURANCE ARENA | ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA
Graduates and members of the audience are asked to remain in their seats throughout the ceremony so that they do not interfere with the special moments of others. During the ceremony, please turn off all cell phones and mobile devices. Thank you.

COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM

Order of Procession

The Chief Marshals
The Faculty and Administration of the University
The Graduate Marshals
The Graduates of the University
The Trustees of the University
The Dais Party

Dais Party

1. Keith Taylor, Ph.D.
   President
2. The Most Reverend Lawrence T. Persico, J.C.L.
   Bishop, Diocese of Erie
   Chairperson, Board of Trustees
3. The Most Reverend Robert Nugent Lynch
   Honorary Degree Recipient and Speaker
   Bishop Emeritus of the Roman Catholic Diocese of St. Petersburg, Florida
4. Walter Iwanenko, Ph.D.
   Vice President for Academic Affairs
5. William L. Scheller, Ph.D.
   Dean, College of Engineering and Business
6. Linda M. Fleming, Ph.D.
   Dean, College of Humanities, Education and Social Sciences
7. Anjali Sahay, Ph.D.
   President, Faculty Senate
8. Sarah J. Ewing, Ph.D.
   Interim Dean, Morosky College of Health Professions and Sciences
9. The Reverend Michael T. Kesicki ’83
   Associate Vice President for Mission and Ministry
10. Steven Mauro, Ph.D.
    Vice President for Academic Administration
11. Linda L. Wagner ’81, ’85M
    Vice President for Finance and Administration
12. R. Scott Rash, CFRE
    Vice President for University Advancement
13. William R. Edmondson
    Vice President for Enrollment Services
14. R. Brian Nichols
    Vice President for Student Development and Engagement
15. Hannah E. Kirby ’10, ’12M
    Vice President, Gannon University Alumni Association
16. Kendra Walker
    President, Student Government Association
Order of Exercises

Prelude
Gannon University’s Erie Chamber Orchestra

Processional*
Gannon University’s Erie Chamber Orchestra

Posting of the Colors of the United States and Gannon University* Gannon University’s Army ROTC

National Anthem* “The Star-Spangled Banner” Performed by Gannon University’s Erie Chamber Orchestra

Call to Commencement
Walter Iwanenko, Ph.D., Vice President for Academic Affairs

Invocation* The Reverend Michael T. Kesicki, Associate Vice President for Mission and Ministry

Welcome
Keith Taylor, Ph.D., President

A Musical Selection
“Ave Maria” Music by Franz Schubert Vocalist: Elise Chase, ’17

Presentation of Honorary Degree
Keith Taylor, Ph.D., President

Introduction of Commencement Speaker
Keith Taylor, Ph.D., President

Commencement Address
The Most Reverend Robert Nugent Lynch Bishop Emeritus of the Roman Catholic Diocese of St. Petersburg, Florida

Presentation of Degree Candidates
William L. Scheller II, Ph.D., Dean College of Engineering and Business Bachelor of Science Bachelor of Science in Business Administration Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering Master of Business Administration Master of Public Administration Master of Science in Computer and Information Science Master of Science in Electrical Engineering Master of Science in Embedded Software Engineering Master of Science in Engineering Management Master of Science in Environmental Health and Engineering Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Linda M. Fleming, Ph.D., Dean College of Humanities, Education and Social Sciences Associate of Arts Bachelor of Arts Bachelor of Science Master of Arts Master of Education Master of Science Doctor of Philosophy

Sarah J. Ewing, Ph.D., Interim Dean Morosky College of Health Professions and Sciences Associate of Science Bachelor of Science Bachelor of Science in Nursing Master of Athletic Training Master of Physician Assistant Science Master of Science Master of Science in Nursing Doctor of Physical Therapy

Conferral of Degrees
Keith Taylor, Ph.D., President

Conferral of Distinguished Student Awards
Keith Taylor, Ph.D., President Archbishop John Mark Gannon Award Gannon University Medal of Honor

*All who are able are asked to stand.
Prayer of Sending Forth
The Most Reverend Lawrence T. Persico, J.C.L.,
Bishop, Diocese of Erie

The Bishop:
God, our Heavenly Father, we praise you for creating us
in your image and likeness. In your generous Providence,
you allow Gannon University to be a community where
this great truth of human dignity is proclaimed, learned
and lived. You wish Gannon to be a place where our
students can seek and find you. With grateful hearts, we
thank you for sustaining our graduates with your love
and your truth.

All respond: Amen

The Bishop:
Lord Jesus Christ, by your death and resurrection you
redeemed a fallen human family. Be with our graduates
as they continue to discern what is right and good and
true in the midst of the confusion and tensions in our
world. Help us to build a culture where each human
life, no matter how vulnerable, may be respected and
protected from degradation and violence. Lord, be our
way, our truth and our life.

All respond: Amen

The Bishop:
Come, Holy Spirit, bestow upon our graduates
soundness of mind and holiness of life. With the aid of
your spiritual gifts, prompt them to integrate their faith
into their lifestyles, their work, and their relationships.
Help them to value the service of others over selfish gain.
Come, O Spirit, enkindle in them the fire of your love.

All respond: Amen

Faculty, Staff, Parents recite together:
Lord God,
You accompany us at each moment of our journey
through life.
Continue to guide our graduates in the paths they have
chosen.
May your truth purify their values.
May your wisdom enlighten their decisions. May your
goodness be the foundation of their relationships.
May your love be the consolation of their souls. Be at
their side in difficulty.
Prompt their generosity in prosperity.
Deepen their humility in success.

All respond: Amen

Recessional
Gannon University's Erie Chamber Orchestra

Academic Regalia in American Universities

In 1895, the Intercollegiate
Commission presented to American
institutions of higher learning the
Intercollegiate Code. Today, this code
provides for three types of gowns.
Those for bachelors are made of black
material and have long, pointed sleeves.
The master's gown is made with an
oblong sleeve, open at the wrist. The
rear part of its oblong shape is a square
cut and the front part has an arc cut-
away. The doctor's gown is made with
bell-shaped sleeves and like the master's
gown, it is designed so that it can be
worn open or closed.

The black oxford cap is worn for all
degrees, but only the doctor's cap may
be made of velvet. Only doctors and
presidents of colleges may wear a gold
tassel on the cap.

It is the hood which is the most
important and distinctive feature of the
American code.

The doctor's hood, of black cloth, is
four feet in length and made with a
wide panel. The master's and bachelor's
hoods are three-and-one-half feet long
and three feet wide.

The binding or trim of all hoods is of
velvet, two, three and five inches wide
for the bachelor's, master's and doctor's
degrees, respectively.

The color of this velvet trim indicates
the department or faculty to which
the degree pertains, each department
having been assigned a different color
by the Intercollegiate Code. The lining
of the hood reflects the official colors of
the college/university.

Arts, Letters, Humanities - White
Business - Drab
Education - Light Blue
Engineering - Orange
Health Sciences - Sage
Law - Purple
Medical Sciences - Green
Nursing - Apricot
Philosophy - Royal
Public Administration - Peacock
Public Health - Salmon
Science - Gold
Social Work - Citron
Theology - Red
Bishop Robert Lynch was born in Charleston, West Virginia. He received his Bachelor of Arts Degree from the Pontifical College Josephinum and a M. Div. from Pope John XXIII National Seminary in 1978.

During the ten-year period between his college seminary and reentry into theology, Bishop Lynch taught high school, organized a lay teachers association in the Diocese of Columbus, served the Catholic Conference of Ohio as Coordinator of Government Programs, and served at the NCCB/USCC at the invitation of the late Joseph Cardinal Bernardin.

Shortly after priestly ordination, Bishop Lynch was assigned to St. John Vianney College Seminary in Miami as President-Rector where he remained for five years.

He returned to the NCCB/USCC to serve as Associate General Secretary with responsibility for public policy and later as General Secretary. One of the highlights of his years in Washington, D.C., was the opportunity to coordinate the pastoral visits by Pope John Paul II.

Bishop Lynch was named the fourth Bishop of the Diocese of St. Petersburg and was formally ordained and installed on January 26, 1996.

In addition to his role as Bishop of the Diocese of St. Petersburg, Bishop Lynch has served as the Secretary of the Florida Catholic Conference, and he is currently a member of the Board of Trustees of the Saint Vincent de Paul and St. John Vianney Seminaries. He is a member of U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops (CCHD), the Episcopal Advisory Board of the Cause for Beatification of Archbishop Fulton Sheen, and the Maryknoll Bishops Advisory Committee.

Bishop Lynch served as elected Chairman of the Board for Catholic Relief Services from 2002 until 2007, as Consultant to the Board of Catholic Health Association through 2013, as a member of the Board of Trustees of St. Leo University through 2016, and as a member of the Catholic Medical Mission Board through 2016. He presently serves on the CRS Foundation Board and the Board of Governors of the Catholic Foundation. He was instrumental in the creation of Gannon University’s Ruskin, Florida campus and assisted with the Blessing and Dedication in August 2015.

The Most Reverend Robert Nugent Lynch
Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
College of Engineering and Business

UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES

Bachelor of Science

Ahmed Alajmi
Fahad Ghassan Alghannas
Nasser Mohammed Alhulaylah
Saleh Saad S. Almoosa
Mohammed Ahmed Alolayt
Ali A. Alqhtani
Adam J. Archacki
Kristin Elizabeth Bates
Joseph W. Bugdon
Stephen Paul Caulfield
Margaret Elizabeth Chido
William Charles Clark
Courtney Ann Edwards
Michael David Frio
Matthew Gawlik
Drew Grabigel
Shelby Leigh Graml
Angelina Grandinetti
Anthony Grimone
James Gruss Jr.
Olivia Gumbita
Andrew Christopher Hardner
Ryan Joseph Hart
Saja Falah Hasan

Stephen Vincent Haywiser
William T. Hendrix
Amanda Estelle Hennessy
Sean C. Hupp
Nasimah Ahmed Ibrahim
Aaron Jackson
John J. Jones II
Nicholas Kiddo
Jordan LaNeve
Brandon Matthew Lee
Jonathan A. Lesoon
Evon W. Lobaugh
Matthew A. Loughner
Joshua A. Mack
Sarah K. Maguire
James Thomas Mardula
Andrew McCraken
Alec Joseph McKenna
Keegan McTrusty
Jeffrey Tyler Miller
Jennifer Lee Moran
Jacob T. Norton
Marco Joseph Orlando
Bethany Maria Perri

Nicholas Leonardo Pipitone
Cory Lee Pius
Jeffrey Rachow
Julie Amanda Rapela
Renee Nicole Ratti
Nicholas M. Restuccia
Joshua Jon Reynolds
Thomas Roache
Diana Carolina Munoz Sanchez
Courtney Jane Schiele
Shelby Lynn Shields
Nicholas K. Sobina
Michael Stephen Squeglia
Leah R. Telesz
Nigel Toussaint
Cody R. Wagner
Stephen Patrick Wagner
Andrew Vincent Walker
Daegan Wall
Jichen Wang
Anthony Watson
Alyssa Wykoff
Michael Lynn Zanders II

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

Keith J. Strain
Helen Tullio

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Ahmed Fuad Albalbisi
Meshal Aldaghaman
Mansour Mulayah Almakhalas
Abdulaziz Abdullah Almalki
Talal Moghram Al Modhi
Fuad Abdullah Almudhhi
Fahad Almutairi
Khalid Saud Almutairi
Nader Almutairi

Nasser Abdulrahman M. Alrakhan
Abdullah Hussein Alyami
Omar Ahmad Assirri
Korey Caudill
Nicholas K. Devine
Abdulrahman Tarik Halabi
Raid Riyadh Humayyan
Khalid Mohamadosa Kusa
Brandon Orlando Lawrence

Ryan James Mong
Mustafa Mohammed Munim
Theodore Rogers
Lanise M. Saunders
Alexander Shaffer
Sultan Soaiger
Dylan J. Szczepanski

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Justin T. Albrethsen
Mubarak Jumaa Alhammad
Michael Alexander Allison
Hussain Alsaeed
Jason P. Anderson
Mahmoud Yousef Barnawi
Jacob D. Bonk

Damiano G. Cicchinelli
Ryan O. Davis
Mark Daniel Fachetti
Randall P. Geibel
Jacob P. Gorton
Brenon Vitalius Joseph
Michael J. Kibbe

Evan P. Miller
Alan Thomas Muir
Gregory P. Newman II
Robert Kenneth Pieszak II
Muhanad Saeed Shabanah
Brendan Simpson
Jedidiah Xavier Smarra
Master of Business Administration

Samantha Arielle Brueckner
Jane Cooke
Caitlin Crawford
Xin Yu Dong
Curtis D. Eisenberger
Jason Fox
James Clinton Glover
Nils Groeepler
Ryan Richard Hagolsky
Joseph Daniel Hoover
Joseph M. Jelinek
Zachary Lee Johnson
Inna S. Kotanchiyeva
Kathy S. Lane
Longao Liu
Jason Bryan Lytle
Alan Michael McBride
Andrew Musset
Yelena Papeko
Nivetha Raj Pappuraj
Benjamin Scott Patterson
Paul Schaefer III
Andrew Wayne Struthers
Anjina Thapa
Minh Anh Tran
Carly VanTassel
Yidong Yuan

Master of Public Administration

Abdullah Mohammed AlAwadh
Yousef Alblaihd
Hoda Defuallah Alfahmy
Mohammed Al Sayyah
Raniah Mohammed Baabdullah
Edward J. DeSantis
Kayli D. Desin
Ariel A. Dodick
John Fee
Riki Elizabeth Hay
Amanda Christine Kochirka
Hamza Mourchid
Erin Mrenak
Daliyah Qasem
Sheila Ellyn Woeger

Master of Science in Computer and Information Science

Omer Mohammed Abufara
Ruturaj Pramod Acharekar
Sumayyah Mohammed Alamri
Ahmed Qurayti S. Alanazi
Mutaz Abdullah Aldhuwaybi
Jumana Alawi Alhaddad
Saif Ali Alharbi
Sultan Abdulaziz Alharbi
Meshari Mastour Alharthi
Ahmed Abdulaziz Alhumaidi
Muhammad Alhuwayshian
Alaa Abdulhalim Aljawi
Faisal Abdullah Almutairi
Ayman Mohammed Alotaibi
Saad M. Alotaibi
Sultan Saad H. Alqahtani
Masafi Lafi A. Alshammari
Naif Hamdan Salman Alshammari
Amal Habib Alshammari
Alaa Awaad S. Althagafi
Apoorva Anugu
Shaik Mohammed Anwar
Srinivas Balasubramanian
Ahmed Talal Banjakh
Pranitha Chilaveri
Ehsan Akbari Dahouei
Rohan Dhanasekar
Prajka Bhaktiachandra Ghara
Mohamed Alghali Hassan
Mohammed Ibrahim A. Iskandarani
Abhinav Kapoor
Sravani Kottapotu
Abhishek Satish Kotian
Anusha Reddy Kudumula
Prashanth Kumar Lankadasari
Tarun Balram Mirani
Ahmed Mohammed Yahya Murayr
Navya Reddy Paither
Prateek Panjwani
Milan Riten Kumar Soni
Raja Kumar Reddy Thammaneni
Likhitha Carol Dyda Venkatraj

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

Abdullah Naji Aldosari
Meshal Abdulaziz A. Alharthi
Lafi Sadun L. Alhassan
Saad Mohammed Alshahrani
Saad Hamoud Alsubai
Rajatkumar P. Dantani
Asith Harshana Fernando
Prateek Gurrum
Veni Kumari Jampani
Mahesh Jonnakuti
Ajay Kumar Kanneti
Monica Kesineni
Aravind Kumar Reddy Kotapati
Goutham Goud Kotha
Sandeep Kumamuru
Lavanya Macha
Trishika Mandarapu
Nanda Kishan Reddy Mungamuru
Srikanth Nallani
Sowmiah Nimma
Ismail Yahya Otudi
Hiralben Ashokkhai Patel
Harish Goud Porlapally
Khaled Salheira
Sneha Singapuram
Manoj Kumar Suryadevara
Sai Ram Voleti

Master of Science in Embedded Software Engineering

Yasaswini Chundi
Rajatkumar P. Dantani
Mounika Gangula
Kishore Babu Gorijavolu
Yashikumar Bhattacharjee Kanani
Harshikumar Patel
Manoj Sunkara
Ajay Singh Thakur
Hitesh Ukani
Nagasrinivas Rao Vemula
Nikhil Reddy Yampalla
## Master of Science in Engineering Management

- Abdullah Naji Aldosari
- Mansour Musaad Alharbi
- Meshal Abdulraziz Al Alharthi
- Ganesh Ajay Alla
- Abdulrahman Almuzini
- Fhaid Salim Alshahrani
- Saad Mohammed Alshahrani
- Muath Sulaiman M. Alsultan
- Sandeep Reddy Aluca
- Yousef Abdulrahman Bahaj
- Suchita Chanda
- Sai Krishna Cherukumalli
- Manojna Edara
- Eyad Yaseen Ghazzawi
- Bahatunde Jimmy
- Paresh Sudhakar Kakade
- Arun Kumar Reddy Kothur
- Jeffrey William Lantz
- Neena Malireddy
- Kruti Rabukumar Mehta
- Srimukhi Nimmagadda
- Dipam Chandrakant Parmar
- Chintan Amrutbhai Patel
- Naren Babu Ponnaganti
- Yeswanth Kumar Thota
- Radha Priyanka Vallabhaneni
- Awinash Yalamanchili
- Surya Teja Yeddu

## Master of Science in Environmental Health and Engineering

- Yashaswini Ravillu
- Mostafa Tahmasebi

## Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering

- Mansour Musaad Alharbi
- Abdulrahman Almuzini
- Muath Sulaiman M. Alsultan
- Jalal Mohammad Alahibi
- Kunal Bhagwan Amrutkar
- Yousef Abdulrahman Bahaj
- Srikar Bogelly
- Neelkumar Hasmukhbhai Brahmbhatt
- Jesse Brigden
- Meetkumar R. Chhatrola
- Vijendrasinh R. Dabhi
- Abhishash Dandamudi
- Gopidixit Dhillipala
- Sai Prasanna Gangireddy
- Eyad Yaseen Ghazzawi
- Robb Hunter Hansen
- Amro Hanif Huldar
- Maulik Arunbhai Kadia
- Srinivasarao Kolliboina
- Sundeepr Mirdodia
- Niithun Reddy Mula
- Shiv Kiranbhai Nayak
- Anthony O. Omojajowo
- Sai Tejaswini Pakala
- Harsh Rajendra Pandya
- Ankit Chandrakantbhai Patel
- Dhruv Bhupendrakumar Patel
- Kishankumar Bipinchandra Patel
- Vikas Manilal Patel
- Vivek Rajesh Pawar
- Liyo George Philip
- Kishankumar Dhirajbhui Prajapati
- Pritthvi Raj Petchala
- Sai Sathamaneyu Rallapati
- Brahma Sri Ramji
- Mukundkumar Yogeshkumar Rao
- Vemula Midde Venkat Sai
- Nishikumar Shah
- Siddharth Minshekumar Shah
- Naazma Shaik
- Madhusudhan Shivannagari
- Vithvapalsinh Hansrajsinh Solanki
- Artik Mahendrabhai Soni
- Abdulhafed Mustafa Tawarghi
- Yeswanth Kumar Thota
- Utsav Pareskumar Upadhyay
- Parth Dhirajlal Vaishnav
- Karthik Venkataraman
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
College of Humanities, Education and Social Sciences

UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES

Associate of Arts

Antwane D. Fields
Susan Martin
Chelsea Susan Murphy
Benjamin Vincent Ragosta

Bachelor of Arts

Jenna Marie Anderson
Thomas P. Barton III
John-Carlo Bizzarro
Ellise Chase
Avery S. Craig
Giona DiMarco
Chloe M. DiRaimondo
Trevor Durnwald
Nicholas Anthony Fagen
Brandon Matthew Feikles
Cody Francis Feikles
Deondra L. Ford
Taylor Irene Fragale
Nicholas S. Fuga
Kelsey Nicole Ghering
Jacob Collin Gressler
Samantha Griswold
Hunter C. Helsel
Jennifer Lynn Hepler
Saleta Hrnjic
Ashley R. Javier
Cory M. Johnson
Melissa Monique Johnson
Cory Paul Johnston
Jacob Morgan Jones
Marcus W. Jones
Rusmira Kahrmanovic
Percy E. Law IV
Josiah James Leach
Shantelle Destini Lewis
Danielle Lyn Lubak
Shelby Aaron Malone
John A. Marotto III
Qwaheem F. Marshall
Daniel James Marx
Nicolas Antonio Mendieta
Adam Miller
Katherine Elizabeth Miller
Joseph D. Mokwa
Aarow Vance Mook
Teresa Marie Olson
Juliana Osiecki
Katherine M. Pearson
Deanna Elizabeth Peterson
Sarah E. Pistella
Michael Anthony Pleva
Alan Michael Rabold
Jamie N. Randall
Amanda E. Ransom
Kyle William Rodewald
Maria Nansy Samusenko
Kylie J. Schoen
Anna Elizabeth Smeltzer
Claire Standinger
Jacob Suppa
Joseph Carl Swanson
Kristina Michelle Szczesny
Brittany Jean Taylor
Veronica Leigh Tischler
Joseph W. Tokasz
Mitchel S. Upperman
Nathan P. Venesky
Kyle Edward Volkman
Rachel Webb
Samuel J. Weston
Drew T. Wolter

Bachelor of Science

Samantha Lynn Balogh
Bradley M. Beiter
Ellise Chase
Clara Lyn Drake
Annelise Renee Hatton
Brandy Joy Rekitt
Garret Smith

GRADUATE STUDIES

Master of Arts

Sultan Khalif Alanazi
Mohammed Obaid Meshel Alotaibi
Lindsay Brewster
Stephen P. Craig
Emily Louise Lion
Jeanette N. Long
Meagan Marie McHugh
Becky Schmidt
Deborah L. Swanson
Master of Education

Bobbi Jo Akins
Amanda Marie Bondi
Eleanor A. Castile
Lauren Marie Celender
Tisha Chase
Heather Rae Fisher
Erica Danielle Flanders
William Joseph Imler
Kylie L. Knauff

Dianna Lynn Kuhar
Jason E. Ladouceur
Pamela A.Liccardi
Jayme Lynne McCauley
Amy Beth McDowell
Alyshia Evelyn Mock
Karyn Elizabeth Moore
Hannah Choi Paul
Krista Marie Perkins

Kayla Ashley Pittser
Lauren Elizabeth Prebula
Ashley Marie Prischak
Alaina Louise Schaefer
Morgan Lynn Stouffer
Calvin Timothy Wheeler
Katie Elizabeth Wissman
Amanda Rose Wunz

Master of Science

Alexandra Leanne Barnes
Stephanie Marie Bongiorno
Anthony Burgos

Kayla Gallagher
Kali Gassler
Nicole Morine

Madeline Grace Pelc
Amy Jo Shaffer
Samantha Rae Wyant

Doctor of Philosophy

Tatiana Bogatova

Organizational Learning and Leadership
Doctoral Dissertation: Grounded Theory of Adoption of Sustainability Thinking and Practices by Organizations

Jason C. Hewitt

Organizational Learning and Leadership
Doctoral Dissertation: Assessing Learner Perception of Corporate E-Learning Knowledge and Skill Development

Dawn Coburn Joy

Organizational Learning and Leadership
Doctoral Dissertation: Exploring the Relationships among Leader Personality, Leader Social Intelligence and Follower Distress

Brian K. McIntyre

Organizational Learning and Leadership
Doctoral Dissertation: Faculty Lived Experience Receiving Online Professional Development Status

Lisa Marie Miller

Organizational Learning and Leadership
Doctoral Dissertation: The Level of Decision Making, Perceived Influence and Perceived Satisfaction of Faculty and their Impact on Student Retention in Community Colleges
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Morosky College of Health Professions and Sciences

UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES

Associate of Science

Angela R. Alicea  
Rebecca L. Cole  
Alicia D. George  
Kristina A. Gidenko  
Amber Gillis  
Zachary David Hall  
Julie Laird  
Kristin Lechner  
Jennifer A. Merva  
Amy V. Neal  
Hannah N. Petrilla  
Kelsey N. Prenatt  
Leah N. Reinwald  
David Zakharchuk

Bachelor of Science

Gabrielle Acosta  
Yassar Al-Fatlawi  
Halil Alusic  
Abdulelah Almutairi  
Haitham Alqahtani  
Anwar Alsadah  
Shefali Amin  
Natalie Eve Andresky  
Dana Appelfeller  
Benjamin Michael Armando  
Amanda Nicole Bachman  
Lauren Elise Bailey  
Christopher R. Barbolini  
David Michael Batistig  
Taylor Elizabeth Beck  
Christopher A. Beer  
Morgan Lee Behr  
Taylor Raeanne Bellina  
Heather Bendure  
Nicholas Andrew Bengal  
Stevan Bjelic  
Krista Lauren Blask  
Justin H. Bogard  
Gabrielle Anne Borza  
Jenna E. Boyne  
Moayad Jamil Bsooki  
Leah B. Bullman  
Scott A. Calabrese  
Man Wing Chan  
Joseph Cipriani  
Randall Bruce Clapp  
Anthony Mark Concilla  
Lauren Marie Condasky  
Daniel Cooney  
Emily K. Cornelius  
Juliet Rose Corrigan  
Chelsea Elizabeth Cox  
Damon Scott Craig  
Kristen Marie Criscione  
Jacklyn G. Curtz  
Nicole Renee Davis  
Erin Debelaak  
Dani Marie DeGrave  
Daniel Patrick Delaney  
Mallory Erin Delaney  
Brittany Nicole Dell  
Dominic DeSalle  
Shannon Differ  
Holly A. Dill  
Nico DiPaolo  
Matthew T. Dogan  
Danielle Duberow  
Michen Lee Dugan  
Kathryn M. Ellsworth  
Dana E. Faipler  
Samantha M. Favret  
Alessandra Maria Ann Ferrara  
Kathryn Elizabeth Fillman  
Nicole H. Fischer  
Erica Danielle Flanders  
Alesha Rochelle Fowler  
Jesse Mattao Friend  
Stephanie Fry  
Alicia D. George  
Emily Elizabeth Gibbs  
Kristina A. Gidenko  
Shannon Lee Gillespie  
Caroline L. Glatz  
Amanda Marie Granata  
Allison Elizabeth Greenlee  
Maria Belle Greiner  
Nicole Stella Greisl  
Ashley Ann Groner  
Kelsey M. Haag  
Katherine M. Hanna  
Daniel R. Hansen  
Mylinda M. Hartnett  
Alyssa R. Haugh  
Jordyn T. Hays  
Nickveer Heer  
Thomas R. Heiser  
Daniel Michael Heller  
Aubrey Linn Hering  
Connor David Herron  
Rachel Rose Marie Hiles  
Dane Anthony Hilko  
Paige Amber Hobart  
Aubrey Nicole Hoffman  
Michael Raymond Hultman  
Alyssa Inman  
Madison Jagoda  
Kelly Ann Jaworski  
Abigail Pearl Jебаратам  
Joshua Thomas John  
Tyler Johnson  
Maxx Jordan  
Steven M. Kane  
Kathryn Lynn Kapp  
Angelica Marie Kaszowski  
Olivia M. Keeler  
Priem Khatiwoda  
Zubda Haneefa Khokhar  
Spencer Dylan Thomas King  
Taylor L. Koby  
Sarah Kolenda  
Jacob Michael Kosterman  
Hannah Kovach  
Hannah Kren  
Ashley Irene Kruise  
Victoria Rose Lavery  
Kristin Lechner  
Paul Thomas LeVan  
Ian Kevin Lipford  
Ross Llewellyn  
Rachael Ann Luciano  
Rachael Christine Mack  
Alyssa Rose Maloney  
Andrea Mancuso  
Ashley Elizabeth Mann  
Brandon Mansell  
Briana W. Martinez-Ng  
Gabrielle M. Martuccio  
Zoe Maslowsky  
Shannon M. Masterson  
Jessica Mae Mazur  
Allison Rose McGinnis  
Daniel McIlroy  
Lindsey Ann McNight  
Kaylee L. McRae  
Alyssa Christine Melvin  
Hannah Marie Merrifield  
Victoria Michelle Mesmer  
Dylan A. Michalski  
Alaina Nicole Miller  
Nicole Marchelle Miller
Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Brookelyn Taylor Miloser
Tessa Marie Mitchell
Amanda M. Mock
Kristen A. Moore
Kaitlinn Mostard-Smith
Ashley Mozingo
Danielle Lynn Munsee
Joshua Norman
Jesse Nych
Megan R. O’Connell
Victoria E. Ohmer
Katie Oknefski
Andrew James Ondracek
Leanne Elizabeth Opferman
Alexandra B. Owczarzak
Jessica Renee Page
Katheryn A. Paluh
Sarah Ann Patsy
Hannah N. Petrilla
Steven Pham
Stefanie M. Piotrowski
Janna Lynn Pizarchik
Amber L. Platz
Brenna Rose Powers
Raquel Amelia Rasmuch
Ciara Marie Rand
Brian P. Ratajczak
Shawna A. Raymond
Joselyn Redmond
Katharine Theresa Ressler
Cullen John Rider
Emily Marie Rodriguez
Emily Jeanne Roesch
Laura Jean Roth
Samantha A. Runser
Lindsey C. Russell
Taylor M. Russell
Alexandria Brooke Salko
Kaitlyn Irene Schroeder
Sarah E. Schwartz
Emma Grace Sciuollo
Alexa Jade Shaffer
Carly Shean
Timothy Shearer Jr.
Amanda Rose Simbeck
Jennafer Skarupski
Michelle Jana Slatinsek
Nicole Slubowski
Alexa Gabrielle Smith
Stephanie A. Smrekar
Alexa Leighann Snyder
Alexa Christine Stamler
Charles E. Sullivan
Corabeth Kate Surrana
Maria Ann Tetitis
Delia Riann Thayer
Jessica Paige Hydock
Chad Alan Kaltenbach
Dana Marie LaBrasca
John M. Lapaglia-Durante
Alexandria Mansell
Samantha Mary Marsden
Kayla McGarvie
Terri Elizabeth Motraghi
Mikaila M. Oaks
Joni Lynn Owen
Dzia Pasquale
Kylee R. Polley
Lindsey Marie Thierfeldt
Jordyn Thiery
Sarah M. Thompson
Emily Nichole Toothman
Samantha M. Trapp
Taylor K. Trozzi
Nicholas Francis Turco
Kayla Marie Turconi
Laura Emily Umek
Manisha Vadali
Stephen James Ventrello
Loriann C. Vernier
Cayla Marie Vornrdan
Iziah Anthony Waugh
Marlee Michelle White
Sarah J. Wick
Hannah Widlicka
Amanda Wiertel
Jared Nathaniel Wileczynski
Kristy Williams
Delaney Williams-Ryan
Zachery Thomas Wolf
Taylor Nicole Wolff
Kayla Rae Wysocki
Reid Christine Yarzabek
Rachel R. Zacour

GRADUATE STUDIES

Master of Athletic Training

Jessica Brunetti
Trevor Alan Hartless

Alissa Marie Miller
James D. Mostard-Smith

Stephanie Kay Owens
Rebecca Marie Straub

Master of Physician Assistant Science

Kaylee Marie Achman
Gabriel Patrick Armando
Jaspreet Kaur Bachra
Kelly Lynne Batz
Tyler David Beers

Randi Lynn Bilinski
Michael Anthony Bracalento
Megan Brook
Nicole Buhie
Sarah Ann Calve

Casey Elizabeth Carnell
Kaitlyn Chapman
Tyler E. Conley
Kathleen Marie Corello
Nicole D’Alessandro
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Alexandra Dziat
Andrew Paul Eschman
Megan Jessica Frank
Courtney L. Gargasz
Kelly Jenna Gaydosh
Jenna George
Leanna Gosser
Jordan Hunkler
Alexys Hunzecker
Yuchao Jin
Kelsey Ann Johel
Cameron J. Keen
Benjamin David Kies
Jessica Helen Marnik
Kevin M. McCullough
Elizabeth Susan McCurdy
Angela Suzanne Moss
Karlee Rose Murawski
Madelyn Marie O’Leary
Dianna Lynn Oliver
Alexander Anthony Perri
Renee Nicole Petrucci
Nicole Lee Ray
Natalie Lynn Richard
Paige Marie Robinson
Rachel G. Scully
Michaela Shinko
Hannah Smith
Gretchen Elizabeth Stanley
Allison Marie Strahan
Emily Marie Sukitsch
Matthew Tagliaferro
Anela Tahic
Mi-Young Um
Nicole Julia Underwood
Arijana Vukufac
Ciera Vandevort
Jessica Ann Wesmiller
Michael Charles White
Dexter Jordan Witchey
Nichole Brianne Witchey
Hanna Justine Wooley

Dhanvi Amin
Claudia Onyinye Anukam
Alexa Archambeault
Stephanie A. Baltes
Brian Joseph Beattie
Gage Matthew Bunker
Brittney Nicole Camlin
Mary Katherine Carroll
Brennan Seth Clouser
Jennifer Sue Cobler
Emery L. D’Amore
Douglas James Deak
Allison Paige Deetscreek
Rachel Ann deGuia
Justin DeMontier
Lauren Kristin Dillon
Sarah Virginia DiOrto
Julia Duncan
Sara A. Elfritz
Colin J. Feikles
Megan Filipowski
Ana L. Flores
Abby Lynn Froman
Taylor Nicole Grenz
Brian Hendrickson
Alyssa Jacobson
Bridget Kathleen Kleinhans
Erica Komaneczky
Erin Barbara Korn
Kayla D. Lukasiewicz-O’Brien
Morgan Ashley Lydic
Devan Lynn
Amanda Renee Mahoney
Rada Malteva
Katrina C. Nickerson
Sarah Nicole Parker
Danielle Marie Peets
Matthew Alexander Reasinger
Bryan Tyler Rhines
Amanda Rodenbucher
Lauren Kae Sherry
Carly Ann Skomicecka
Mary Stephens
Megan Elizabeth Theuerkauf
Ashley N. Thomas
Megan Vajda
Jessica Noel Viera-Posterli
Philip Samuel Wilcox
Abigail M. Wilson

Amy Brennan
Polina Cherpel
Eric David Divell
Alissa Ann Franklin
Aaron James Hankowitz
Bradley Webster Hoge
Holly C. Humphreys
Todd L. Jenks
Alyssa Leigh Kimmy
Melissa Ann Kubiak
Gabrielle Diane Kurtz
An T. Le
Jaclyn Alyssa Mure
Nicole Piwarski
Sherry Lee Porter
Anne Elizabeth Rivero
Cory J. Sayre
Edward J. Stengel Jr.
Kate Frances Thorsen
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Wheeler
Kimberly Ann Zarnich

Eric M. Adams
Melissa Sue Bell
Miranda Jo Bender
Kailyn Leigh Bentley
Jenna Rae Bobik
Savannah Rose Bubin
Nicole Marie Busovicki
Nicole Emma Calla
Scott A. Chappell
Amanda Yvonne Dymun
Brian Andrew Egge
Ashley Marie Frederickson
Zachary W. Gall
Joshua Gibbons
Katlyn Marie Glendenning
Raffaele Halajian
Brian Robert Heilferty
Jodie Kelsey Jindra
Ian T. Kears
Joseph Zachary Kelly
Ian Michael Kennedy
Maggie Mae Kist
Courtney Nicole Knox
Alexandra M. Kuta
Alan John Lockwood
Caleb Michael Lomax
Maria Kathleen Loya
Shannon Rose Lynch
Denise Alice Tomazic McGuire
Rachel Phyllis Meyer
Kevin Matthew Murthy
Jessica Lynne Nye
Marilyn F. Pasno
Matthew Pleifer
Andrew Polomsky
Sarah Lynn Pritchard
Samantha Dell Rosswog
Andrew Mason Schmidt
Kelsey R. Shaffer
Michael Thomas Skelly
Zachary M. Stephens
Timothy Shane Thomas
Andrew Howard Wagner
Mary MacKenzie Wilkins
Jonathan Lee Wilson
Chelsea Leigh Yoo
Shona Romayne Young
Alexander Michael Zarger
Michelle Rene Zubasic
For Excellence in...

**Athletic Training**
Alissa Marie Miller

**Business Administration**
Kristin J. Wisniewski

**Clinical Mental Health Counseling**
Dakota Allan Dehn

**Electrical Engineering**
Saran Kumar Jasti

**Embedded Software Engineering**
Yashkumar Bharatkumar Kanani

**Engineering Management**
Yousef Abdulrahman Bahaj

**English**
Jeanette N. Long

**Health Communication**
Brandon K. Fronk

**Information Analytics**
Ehsan Akbari Dahouei

**Mechanical Engineering**
Mazin Mahmoud Almahmoud

**Nursing**
Sonia Marcel Avery Stewart

**Occupational Therapy**
Megan Elizabeth Theuerkauf

**Doctorate in Organizational Learning and Leadership**
Kristen Maria Petruska
Kristen Marie Silbaugh

**Academic Awards**

**Graduate Studies**

**Accounting**
Joshua A. Mack

**Advertising Communication**
Ellise Chase

**Biology**
Jared Nathaniel Wilczynski

**Biomedical Engineering**
Brandon Matthew Lee

**Business Administration**
Daegan Wall

**Computer Science**
Stephen Paul Caulfield

**Chemistry**
David Michael Batistig

**Criminal Justice**
Scott Warren Cloudy II

**Early Childhood Education Pre-K-4**
Sydne Ashton Pollifrone

**Electrical and Computer Engineering**
Alexander Shaffer

**English**
Kelsey Nicole Ghering

**Entrepreneurship**
Michael Stephen Squeglia

**Environmental Engineering**
Diana Carolina Muñoz Sanchez

**Environmental Science**
Matthew A. Loughner

**Finance**
Michael Stephen Squeglia

**Foreign Languages**
Clare Frances DeSanctis

**History**
Nathan P. Venesky

**Industrial Engineering**
Thomas Roache

**International Studies**
Taylor Irene Fragale

**Journalism Communication**
Samantha Griswold

**Legal Studies**
Ashley R. Javier

**Management**
Cory Lee Pius

**Marketing**
Leah R. Telesz

**Mathematics**
Paul Thomas LeVan

**Mechanical Engineering**
Jacob P. Gorton

**Medical Laboratory Science**
Taylor Nicole Wolff

**Middle Level Education 4-8**
Annelise Renee Hatton

**Undergraduate Studies**

**Accounting**
PICPA Award
Joshua A. Mack

**Advertising Communication**
Ellise Chase

**Biology**
Jared Nathaniel Wilczynski

**Biomedical Engineering**
Brandon Matthew Lee

**Business Administration**
Daegan Wall

**Computer Science**
Stephen Paul Caulfield

**Chemistry**
David Michael Batistig

**Criminal Justice**
Scott Warren Cloudy II

**Early Childhood Education Pre-K-4**
Sydne Ashton Pollifrone

**Electrical and Computer Engineering**
Alexander Shaffer

**English**
Kelsey Nicole Ghering

**Entrepreneurship**
Michael Stephen Squeglia

**Environmental Engineering**
Diana Carolina Muñoz Sanchez

**Environmental Science**
Matthew A. Loughner

**Finance**
Michael Stephen Squeglia

**Foreign Languages**
Clare Frances DeSanctis

**History**
Nathan P. Venesky

**Industrial Engineering**
Thomas Roache

**International Studies**
Taylor Irene Fragale

**Journalism Communication**
Samantha Griswold

**Legal Studies**
Ashley R. Javier

**Management**
Cory Lee Pius

**Marketing**
Leah R. Telesz

**Mathematics**
Paul Thomas LeVan

**Mechanical Engineering**
Jacob P. Gorton

**Medical Laboratory Science**
Taylor Nicole Wolff

**Middle Level Education 4-8**
Annelise Renee Hatton
Military Science
Ashley M. Sarlo

Mortuary Science
Samantha Lynn Balogh

Nursing
Kayla McGarvie

Nutrition and Human Performance
Kaitlyn Mary Clare Falk

Occupational Therapy
Alexa Jade Shaffer

Philosophy
Brandon Matthew Feikles

Physician Assistant
Alexa Christine Stamler

Political Science
Drew T. Wolter

Psychology
Katherine Elizabeth Miller

Radiologic Sciences
Hannah N. Petrilla

Associate Respiratory Care
David Zakharchuk

Baccalaureate Respiratory Care
Anwar Alsadah

Risk Management and Insurance
Olivia Gumbita

Software Engineering
Jennifer Lee Moran

Service Awards

Doc Beyer Service Award for Outstanding Achievement in Scholarship and Athletics
Matthew T. Dogan
Danielle Lynn Munsee

Inspiration for the Next Generation Leadership Award
Kaitlyn Mary Clare Falk

Joe Luckey Award for Dedication to the University
Jordyn Thiery

Monsignor Wilfrid J. Nash Service Award for Christian Service
Veronica Leigh Tischler
Joseph W. Tokasz

Reverend Charles Drexler Award for Outstanding Leadership in Faith, Worship, Community and Service
Nicholas S. Fuga
Janna Lynn Pizarchik

Social Work
Stacy M. Trayer

Special Education Pre-K-8
Disa Marie Rollinger

Sport and Exercise Science
Brandon Mansell

Sport Management and Marketing
Sean C. Hupp

Theatre and Communication Arts
Thomas P. Barton III

Theology
Cody Francis Feikles

Distinguished Student Awards

The Archbishop John Mark Gannon Award
For General Scholastic Excellence
Danielle Lynn Munsee
Alexa Jade Shaffer
Anthony Watson

The Gannon University Medal of Honor
For Character, Leadership and Scholarship
To be announced at Commencement Ceremony
### Honors Program Graduates

#### Honors Scholar

*These students have fulfilled the requirements for recognition as Honors Scholars: eight honors courses, two semesters of a foreign language, a cumulative GPA of at least 3.25, and significant participation in extra-curricular and co-curricular activities.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shefali Amin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Bendure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine M. Hanna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mylinda M. Hartnett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Lynn Kapp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Thomas LeVan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon M. Masterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda M. Mock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katharine Theresa Ressler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa Jade Shaffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Edward Volkman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail J. Wu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Associate Honors Scholar

*These students have fulfilled the requirements for recognition as Associate Honors Scholars: a minimum if six honors courses and no foreign language, or four honors courses and two semesters of a foreign language; a cumulative GPA of at least 3.25; and significant participation in extra-curricular and co-curricular activities.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Nicole Bachman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Michael Batistig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Elizabeth Beck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas K. Devine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giona DiMarco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha M. Favret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel R. Hansen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas M. Restuccia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Ann Tettis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah M. Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loriann C. Vernier</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Honors Recognition

*These students have fulfilled the requirements for Honors Recognition: a minimum of twelve credits in honors courses; a cumulative GPA of 3.25, and significant participation in extra-curricular and co-curricular activities.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Marie Condrasky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avery S. Craig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob P. Gorton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annelise Renee Hatton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan P. Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Lynn Munsee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesse Nych</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Jeanne Roesch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronica Leigh Tischler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen James Ventrello</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlee Michelle White</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### ROTC Commissionees

The following students were commissioned as officers in the United States Army earlier today:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Damiano G. Cicchinelli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan O. Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infantry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley M. Sarlo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse Corps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avery S. Craig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Artillery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Kiddo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Edward Volkman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAG Corps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dean’s List for Academic Achievement Spring 2016 or Fall 2016

Associate of Science
Angela R. Alicia
Rebecca L. Cole
Alícia D. George
Amber Gillis
Zachary David Hall
Julie Laird
Amy V. Neal
Hannah N. Petrolla
Kelsey R. Prenatt

Bachelor of Arts
Jenna Marie Anderson
John-Carlo Bizarro
Ellise Chase
Avery S. Craig
Giona DiMarco
Chloe M. DiRaimondo
Trevor Durnwald
Brandon Matthew Feikles
Cody Francis Feikles
Deondra L. Ford
Taylor Irene Fragale
Kelsey Nicole Ghent
Jacob Collins Giesler
Samantha Greisold
Hunter C. Helsel
Jennifer Lynn Hepler
Safeta Hrnic
Ashley R. Javier
Cory Paul Johnston
Jacob Morgan Jones
Rusmirinak Karamanovic
Josiah James Leach
Shelby Aaron Malone
John A. Marotto II
Qwaheem F. Marshall
Daniel James Marx
Nicolas Antonio Mendutta
Katherine Elizabeth Miller
Joseph D. Mokwa
Aaron Vance Mook
Teresa Marie O’lon
Juliana Osiecki
Katherine M. Pearson
Sarah E. Pastella
Michael Anthony Pleva
Alan Michael Rabold
Kyle William Rodewald
Maria Amelia Rosado
Kylie J. Schoen
Anna Elizabeth Smeltzer
Kylie J. Schoen

Bachelor of Science
Justin H. Bogard
Gabrielle Anne Borza
Jenna E. Boyle
Moayd Jami Booski
Joseph W. Bugdon
Leah B. Bullman
Stephen Paul Caulfield
Max Wing Chan
Ellise Chase
Joseph Ciprani
Randall Bruce Clapp
William Charles Clark
Anthony Mark Concilia
Lauren Marie Condrosky
Daniel Cooney
Emily K. Cornelius
Juliet Rose Corrigan
Chelsea Elizabeth Cox
Damon Scott Craig
Kristen Marie Crescione
Jacklyn G. Curtz
Nicole Renee Davis
Erin Delbal
Dani Marie DeGrave
Daniel Patrick Delaney
Mallory Erin Delaney
Brittany Nicole Dell
Dominic DeSalle
Holly A. Dill
Matthew T. Dogan
Lyra Diana Drake
Michen Lee Dugan
Kathryn M. Ellsworth
Dana E. Fairchild
Samantha M. Favret
Alessandra Maria Ann Ferrara
Kathryn Elizabeth Fillman
Nicole H. Fischer
Erica Danielle Flanders
Aleisha Rochelle Fowler
Jason Matoa Frencie
Michael David Frisio
Stephanie Fry
Matthew Gawlik
Alicia D. George
Emily Elizabeth Gibbs
Shannon Lee Gillespie
Caroline L. Glatz
Amanda Marie Granata
Angelina Grandinetti
Allison Elizabeth Greenlee
Maria Belle Greiner
Ann Kyle Green
James Griss Jr.
Olivia Gumbita
Kelsey M. Haag
Katherine M. Hanna
Daniel R. Hansen
Andrew Christopher Hardner
Ryan Joseph Hart
Myndia L. Hartnett
Annelise Renne Hatton
Alyssa R. Haugh
Jordyn F. Hefley
Nickoever Heer
Thomas R. Heiser
Daniel Michael Heller
William T. Hendrix
Aubrey Linn Hering
Connor David Herron
Rachel Marie Hiles
Dane Anthony Hliko
Paige Amber Hobart
Aubrey Nicole Hoffman
Michael Raymond Hultman
Aaron Jackson
Kelly Ann Jaworski
Abigail Pearl Jebaratnam
Kyla E. Johnson
Joshua Thomas John
Abigail J. Wu

Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Michael Alexander Allison
Jacob D. Bonk
Damiano G. Cacchione
Ryan O. Davis
Mark Daniel Fachetti
Cory Lee Fee
Jenna Lynn Fitzpatrick
Amber L. Fox
Raquel Amelia Ramsuchit
Ashley Shaffer
Carly Shean
Timothy Shearer Jr.
Kaitlyn Irene Schroeder
John E. Schiff
Sheila A. Shockey
Shelby Lynn Shields
Amanda Rose Simbeck
Jennifer Krupski
Michelle Jana Slater
Talal Moghram Al Modhi
Abdulrahman Ahmid Alwadi
Abdullah Hussein Alyami
Omar Ahmad Assim
Corey Caudill
Lanie M. Saunders
Avery Shaffer
Dylan J. Szczepanski

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Justin T. Albrethsen
Michael Alexander Allison
Jacob D. Bonk
Damiano G. Cacchione
Ryan O. Davis
Mark Daniel Fachetti
Cory Lee Fee
Jenna Lynn Fitzpatrick
Amber L. Fox
Raquel Amelia Ramsuchit
Ashley Shaffer
Carly Shean
Timothy Shearer Jr.
Kaitlyn Irene Schroeder
John E. Schiff
Sheila A. Shockey
Shelby Lynn Shields
Amanda Rose Simbeck
Jennifer Krupski
Michelle Jana Slater
Talal Moghram Al Modhi
Abdulrahman Ahmid Alwadi
Abdullah Hussein Alyami
Omar Ahmad Assim
Corey Caudill
Lanie M. Saunders
Avery Shaffer
Dylan J. Szczepanski

Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Lauren Elizabeth Beck
Kelly Benson
Kelia Kunesha Bradshaw
Elizabeth Marie Chalupczynski
Casey C. DiBalsio
Cory L. Dunlop
Mary Elizabeth Flynn
Brittany Mei Grabowski
Brendon Thomas Hodges
Jessica Paige Hydock
Chad Alan Kalfenbach
Dana Marie Labrusca
John M. Lapaglia-Durante
Alexandria Mansell
Samatha Mary Marsden
Kayla McGregor
Leanne Nicole Plunkett
Kyle R. Polley
Aries Quinto
Ashley M. Sarlo
John J. Schmidt
David Christopher Schmutz
Samatha S. Walker
Amelia Elizabeth Werner
Abigail J. Wu
GANNON UNIVERSITY MISSION

Gannon is a Catholic, Diocesan university dedicated to excellence in teaching, scholarship and service. Our faculty and staff prepare students to be global citizens through programs grounded in the liberal arts and sciences and professional specializations. Inspired by the Catholic Intellectual Tradition, we offer a comprehensive, values-centered learning experience that emphasizes faith, leadership, inclusiveness and social responsibility.